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BIG BROTHER – FROM SIMULATION TOWARDS 
THE CONTEMPORARY MYTH 
(READING / WATCHING MATJA  ZUPAN I ’S PLAY 
HODNIK [THE CORRIDOR]) 
SUMMARY 
The role and significance of the reality show in the context of the current media situation is 
examined in this article through analysis of the contemporary Slovenian playwright Matja  
Zupan i ’s play, Hodnik. This drama is one that enables exemplification of Baudrillard’s 
theoretical deliberations on simulation as the consequence of media images that offer recipients 
a full circle stripped of a referential. The seductiveness of play in the reality show spectacle 
utilises elements of mythological patterns, in which the privileged position is that of the 
authority having the greatest supervisory power. Simulation of mythological patterns within the 
show in the form of survival, organisation, and lack of technological devices is actually 
nostalgia for the reality that has disappeared from digitalised society, while also being a 
potential for regeneration of new contemporary mythological representations. 
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